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Inclusive education?

¤Who does it include/ who is it for?
¤What is it?
¤Where/when does it already happen?
¤Why is it important?



Bridging 
what we believe

with what how we live

Philosophy Practice



Who is inclusion for? 
Who does it include?

In philosophy?
In practice?



What is Inclusion?

INTEGRATION
SEGREGATION

EXCLUSION
INCLUSION
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The Rationale



The evolution of inclusion

exclusion segregation integration inclusion teaching
to diversity

How do we move?



Inclusion is…

¤ Not forcing separation 

¤ More than physical integration

¤ Facilitating Voluntary communities

¤ Teaching to diversity – Not just valuing green

¤ Finding places where we can move along the 
inclusion continuum

¤ All of us



Inclusion is…



How do we move from…

Containers of integration

Communities of Inclusion

We MUST consider place!



Where can inclusion happen?

¤Where are the 
places that ALL 
students go in 
a school or 
community?



Where can inclusion happen?



Step 1- Integration: 
Finding opportunities for inclusion to 
happen

¤ Classrooms for Academics
¤ Social studies, math, science etc.

¤ Classrooms for Electives
¤ Phys Ed, Music, Home Ec., Art etc.

¤ Activities/spaces inside the school
¤ Hallways, cafeteria, lunch room, assemblies etc.

¤ Activities/ spaces outside the school/ in the community
¤ Recess, field trips, extra curricular activities, sports teams, 

community, home etc.





Step 2: Inclusion: Making places purposeful

¤ Personal purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the physical community

¤ Social purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the social-emotional 

community

¤ Intellectual purpose
¤ Goals to help students be included in the learning community



Old Paradigm: Pull students out to address 
deficit areas and them drop them back into a 

classroom
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Purposes IN a Place

Personal

SocialIntellectual

Place



ì How does your school measure up?

PURPOSES
Personal Social Intellectual

PL
A

C
ES

In elective 
classrooms

In content 
classrooms

In the school

Outside of 
the school

INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY PLANNING MATRIX



Keep in mind…

“It is not about finding 
the answer…It is about 
finding out what is 
useful.”

¤Bruce Beairsto



One thing..

¤What is one USEFUL thing from today?
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New Edition this Fall!!!
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